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Abstract: Undesired mask-induced effects caused by thick absorber layers in EUV photomasks
reduce the quality of the projected patterns at the wafer stage in EUV photolithography scanners.
Newmaterials with better absorption properties than the state-of-the-art absorbers, TaN and TaBN,
are required to mitigate these effects. In this work, we investigated the optical properties (δ and k)
of Te and TeO films in the 13-14 nm range, and the absorption properties of these two materials at
13.5 nm. δ and k are obtained through fitting experimental values of reflectivity versus angle of
incidence in the EUV range. We follow a methodology which combines different characterization
techniques (X-ray reflectivity, EUV reflectivity, and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy) to reduce
the number of free parameters in models and hence, increase the reliability of the optical constants
obtained. At 13.5 nm, we obtain δ=0.03120, k= 0.07338 for Te, and δ=0.04099, k= 0.06555 for
TeO. To experimentally verify the absorption properties of these materials, different thicknesses
of Te and TeO films are cast on top of a state-of-the-art mask-quality EUV multilayer with 66.7%
reflectivity at 13.5 nm. We found that a reflectivity of ∼0.7% can be attained with either 32.4 nm
of Te, or 34.7 nm of TeO, greatly surpassing the absorption properties of TaN and TaBN. The
morphology and surface roughness of the Te and TeO films deposited on the multilayer are also
investigated.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (EUVL) operating at 13.5 nm is on the verge of becoming
competitive. Recently several EUV scanners, qualified to deliver high production volumes
with a good uptime operation, have been installed in semiconductor foundries facilities. This
advanced lithographic technology will take a leading role in patterning semiconductor devices at
the 7 nm node, and beyond. Now that most of the earlier technology-stopping problems have
been solved, there are still few remaining issues which it is necessary to address in order to
increase the throughput and/or the quality of the printed integrated circuits. One of them is the
shadowing effect produced by thick absorbers in EUV photomasks when illuminated at oblique
incidence (6 degrees from normal incidence). In photomasks, absorbers are patterned based on
a given chip design. The purpose of absorbers is to reduce the reflectivity of the underlying
reflective multilayer (ML) and hence, create reflectivity contrast. Patterned thick absorbers cause
undesired geometric shadows which are propagated through the reflective optics onto the wafer,
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thus affecting the quality of the printed patterns (for instance, by shifting). A comprehensive
analysis of mask effects caused by thick absorbers can be found in reference [1]. The utilization
of alternative materials with higher extinction coefficient, k, would considerably reduce the
required absorber thickness and hence, minimize the mask effects. Additionally, the utilization
of absorbers with the real part of the refractive index (δ=1-n) close to 0 minimizes the undesired
phase jump in the reflected wavefront at the absorber edges produced by the index contrast
between the free space and the patterned absorber. Fig. 4 in reference [2] neatly summarizes
these two effects. TaN and TaBN are the state-of-the-art absorbers for EUVL masks. [3] They
present good optical properties at 13.5 nm, along with other valuable properties (mechanical,
chemical and morphological). However, the typical TaN thickness required to attain a reflectivity
of less than 2% is ∼50-60 nm, which causes mask shadowing effects. Additionally, δ of both
TaN and TaBN significantly differ from 0 at 13.5 nm, which is also undesired.

Figure 1 shows a δ, k diagram of selected materials with good absorbing properties at 13.5 nm.
The displayed δ, k values are either found in the literature or calculated from their respective
atomic scattering factors [4] using nominal densities. Each orange arrow in Fig. 1 indicates
the direction which the complex refractive index of an ideal absorber should follow to mitigate
shadow effect or phase shifts in the reflected wavefront. Aside from TaN and TaBN, several
materials (including oxides, nitrides, and alloys) shown in Fig. 1 have been studied as absorbers:
SnO, [5] Ni, Co, Ni-Al, [6] Ta, Cr, TiN, Ti, Al, Al-Cu. [7] An absorber-based multilayer stack
NiPt/TiN [8] has been also proposed as absorber. Alternative architectures to absorber-capped
ML stacks, such as patterned reflectors, [9] have been also proposed. However, in terms of optical
properties at 13.5 nm, Tellurium and its oxides are good candidates [10] to replace TaN and
TaBN, as is highlighted in Fig. 1. The high values of k of Te-based materials are attributed to the
presence of the Te N2,3 strong absorption edge peaked at ∼15 nm. Hence, Te-alloys as PtTe and
TaTe2, [11] as well as oxides of Te-alloys such as TaTe2O7 [12] have been already investigated,
yielding refractive indexes at 13.5 nm of (δ=0.0660, k= 0.0763), (δ=0.0249, k= 0.0488) and
(δ=0.0471, k= 0.0555), respectively. These materials are also displayed in Fig. 1. In this work
we investigate the optical properties of Te and TeO in the 13-14 nm range, and their absorbing
capabilities. Even though in Fig. 1 we show optical constants of Te and TeO films, these values

Fig. 1. δ,k diagram for several materials at 13.5 nm. The materials studied in this work are
highlighted in blue.
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are calculated from the atomic scattering factors under the independent atom approximation.
This model yields inaccurate values in the proximity of absorption edges, where the interaction
between atoms cannot be neglected. [13] Hence, a significant difference between the calculated
δ, k using atomic scattering factors and the real values is expected. It must be pointed out
that alternative materials intended to replace TaN or TaBN need to satisfy other important
requirements aside from their good absorption properties. These additional requirements are:
morphology (amorphous or fine grain), low surface roughness, low stress, good adhesion to Ru
cap layer, stability over time, compatibility with standard mask cleaning chemistries, have a good
deep ultraviolet contrast with ML for defect inspection, etchable in common RIE chemistries
with high pattern fidelity, and good etching rate and selectivity with standard capping layers.
[6,7] In this work we have only analyzed the optical properties. This manuscript is organized
as follows: Section 2 describes the thin film deposition system and the characterization set up.
Section 3 details the procedure followed to calculate the optical constants of Te and TeO thin
films in the 13-14 nm range. The absorbing properties and morphology of the later materials
deposited on EUV MLs are analyzed in section 4.

2. Experimental set up and measurements

Te and TeO samples were deposited with pulsed laser deposition system (PLD) at the Singapore
Synchrotron Light Source (SSLS); the PLD system is an integrated component of the SUV
beamline. [14] The PLD deposition chamber was pumped by turbo molecular and diaphragm
pumps; in order to accelerate degassing, deposition chamber was baked out up to ∼150°C for
4 days before deposition. Base pressure was 8·10−9 Torr. A Te target of 99.999% purity from
LATECH was ablated with a solid-state laser operating at 266 nm, with pulse frequencies of
10Hz and laser power output of 100 mJ/mm2. The angle of incidence of the laser on target
was 45°, and the target-to-substrate distance was ∼100mm. Target rastering and rotation were
used to uniformly ablate the entire target surface. Before deposition, Te target was pre-ablated
to remove surface contaminants and oxides. For optical constants determination, Te and TeO
thin films were deposited on 10mm x10mm x1mm double-side polished Quartz substrates
from LATECH, with a surface roughness of less than 3Å. Substrates rotated during deposition
at ∼29 deg/s. Films were deposited at room temperature. Deposition of TeO was made by
ablating Te in an O2 partial pressure of 10 mTorr, which was selected by a mass flow controller.
Film thicknesses were controlled as a function of number of laser shots, which were previously
calibrated through grazing incidence X-ray reflectivity (XRR). EUV reflectivity measurements
in the 13-14 nm range were carried out at SINS-EUV Branch beamline at SSLS. The beamline
is optimized for multilayer reflectometry and optical constants characterization in the 5-25 nm
range, covering the most critical portion of the EUV spectrum for mask blank reflectometry. A
130 l/mm grating was used during the measurements. Both monochromator entrance and exit slits
were set to a width of 100 µm. With this configuration, the resolving power E/∆E is around 103.
Higher harmonic orders and stray light were supressed by using a 300-nm thick self-standing Si
transmission filter. Wavelength calibration is critical for EUV mask blank reflectometry. Hence,
the monochromator is periodically calibrated at SINS end station by using X-ray Photoemission
Spectroscopy (XPS) capabilities on a reference clean Au sample, with is always kept under
UHV conditions. As the monochromator may accumulate errors during the scans, before each
measurement a scan across the Si L2 edge at ∼99.82 eV is performed to correct any wavelength
drift. The repeatability of the Si edge wavelength is within 5 pm. Reflectance repeatability is
within 0.1%. Periodically a sample is measured both at the 6.3.2 beamline at The Center for
X-ray Optics (CXRO) and at EUV branch at SSLS. If we assume that 6.3.2 is one well-known
reference for EUV metrology, reflectivity measured with EUV branch beamline is systematically
1% lower than reflectivity on the same sample measured at CXRO; this 1% can be considered as a
good relative error estimation. Data was collected with a Si photodiode detector, and all scans are
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normalized with the drain current recorded on one of the beamline refocusing mirrors (M2). The
base pressure of the end-station is 3·10−8 Torr. Samples are loaded in the reflectometer through
a load lock chamber. The XRR measurements were performed with the X-ray Diffractometry
and Development (XDD) beamline at SSLS. Reflectivity measurements of samples in a θ-2θ
configuration were performed in the θ range between 0.2° and 2° with a step of 5·10−4 degrees.
The incident wavelength was set to 0.15406 nm by means of a Si crystal monochromator. The
exit slit was set to 0.5mm. Typical spectral resolution E/∆E for this configuration is higher than
103. Additional information about XDD beamline can be found in reference [15]. Stoichiometry
and oxidation states of TeO films and of the native oxide on Te films were analysed by XPS.
The XPS measurements were performed at the SUV beamline14. The data was collected using
Scienta-Omicron DA30L electron analyzer in transmission-XPS mode. Laboratory Al Kα X-ray
(photon energy= 1486.6 eV) was used as photon source. Due to the insulating nature of film and
substrate, sample charging effects were experienced during the photoemission measurements, and
therefore a shift in the XPS peak positions with respect to their original positions was expected.
Such effects have been considered during the data analysis. All measurements were performed at
room temperature.

3. Data analysis and optical constants

The procedure for the refractive index (δ and k) characterization of TeO and Te thin films combines
different characterization techniques (EUV reflectivity vs incident angle and vs wavelength, XPS,
and XRR) to fix parameters beforehand, so that the final δ, k calculation will rely on a minimum
number of free parameters. Combining different techniques will give more consistent optical
constants than solitary unconstrained fitting of EUV reflectance as a function of angle. [16]
Hence, prior to the analysis of Te and TeO samples deposited on quartz substrates, the reflectivity
of a bare quartz substrate was measured at 75°, 60°, and 45° from normal incidence in the 13-14
nm range with a step of 0.1 nm. The purpose of this measurement was to model the substrate and
to experimentally find the linear polarization degree of the upcoming beam at the end-station.
A model for the substrate was built with IMD software. The substrate parameters which better
matched the experimental data were a 1 mm SiO2 layer, with optical constants from reference
[17] (SiO2.nk file in IMD software), and a 10-Å thick sub-surface layer with a roughness of
3.5 Å, with optical constants of amorphous SiO2 also from reference [17] (a-SiO2.nk file in
IMD), and with a reduced real part of the refractive index of 99.2%. This index reduction may be
explained because potential contaminants trapped on the surface, such hydrocarbons or water,
might slightly decrease the refractive index of the subsurface; the possible effect of contaminants
in k was ignored. The polarization degree was found to be 0.99 (using the criteria where+ 1 is
pure s polarization and -1 is pure p polarization), which agrees with the typical values found in
SINS beamline (EUV beamline is a branch of SINS). Even though the polarization degree is
wavelength-dependent, we assumed a constant value across the 13-14 nm range. Fig. 2 displays
the EUV reflectivity of a bare Quartz substrate at three angles of incidence along with the model
for the substrate.

XPS measurements were performed to verify the stoichiometry of TeO and of the native oxide
growth on Te, as it oxidizes when exposed to atmosphere. The strategy is that, if the XPS spectra
taken from TeO and from the native oxide growth on Te samples are (fairly) similar, then in the
optical models we could approximate the native oxide on Te with the optical constants of TeO.
Fig. 3 shows the wide scans of the samples TeO and native oxide on Te. The core-level peaks
found for both samples are assigned to Te, O and C. The spectra were charged-corrected to the
unoxidized Te3d5/2 core level peak at 573 eV. Fig. 4 shows the deconvolved Te3d core-level
spectra for samples TeO and native oxide on Te. In this plot, the two main peaks in the spectra
correspond to the oxidized peaks of the doublet at 576.0 eV (Te3d5/2) and 586.3 eV (Te3d3/2),
respectively. These peaks are attributed to the presence of Te oxide. The spectra for both samples
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Fig. 2. Reflectivity measurements on a bare quartz substrate as a function of wavelength at
three different angles of incidence, 45°, 60° and 75°, along with the model.

also indicate the presence of a small amount of unoxidized Te, identified by the presence of the
unoxidized Te3d doublet at 573.0 eV (Te3d5/2) and 583.1 eV (Te3d3/2) respectively.

Fig. 3. Wide scans of sample TeO andNative oxide on Te. The spectra were charge-corrected
to the unoxidized Te3d5/2 core level peak at 573 eV.

The stoichiometry of the Te-oxide for both samples are quantified from Eq. (1) by extracting
the atomic concentration of the normalized peak areas of the oxidized Te3d5/2 peak with respect
to the O1s normalized peak area,

At% of Te3d5/2(oxide) =
Peak area of Te3d5/2(oxide)

SF (Te3d5/2)
Peak area of Te3d5/2(oxide)

SF(Te3d5/2) +
Peak area of O1s

SF(O1s)

× 100% (1)
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Fig. 4. Te3d core-level spectra for samples TeO and native oxide on Te. The spectra show
the presence of unoxidized Te and oxide Te in the form of TeOx where x∼1.2.

where SF is the Sensitivity Factor for each respective core-level peak. The At% concentrations
for Te3d5/2 oxide and O1s are shown in Table 1. For both samples TeO and native oxide on Te,
the ratio of the At% concentration of Te to that of O1s is approximately 1:1.2, suggesting that
these samples contain sub-oxide TeOx where x∼1.2.

Table 1. Concentrations (At%) of Te3d5/2 (oxide) and O1s and their (At%) ratio for sample TeO and
native oxide on Te. For both samples, the ratio values show that the stoichiometry of Te-oxide is

TeOx where x ∼1.2.

Sample Core-level peak Peak BE (eV) FWHM (eV) At. % Ratio (Te:O)

TeO
Te3d5/2 (oxide) 576.0 1.6 45.8

1 : 1.2
O1s 530.8 2.0 54.2

Nat. oxi. on Te
Te3d5/2 (oxide) 576.0 1.7 45.5

1 : 1.2
O1s 530.8 2.0 54.5

Even though the Te:O ratio was found to be slightly different from 1:1, for simplicity we
express Te1O1.2 as TeO or TeOx throughout the text. In view of similarities of both X-ray spectra,
and neglecting the possibility of a stoichiometry gradient, hereinafter the optical constants of
TeO will be used to model the native oxide growth on Te in the models. Fig. 5 depicts XRR
experimental measurements on Te and TeO samples, and the respective models. Once we have
modelled the substrate, incident polarization, and the TeO and native oxide stoichiometries, the
parameters obtained from XRR are film density, thickness, and surface/interface root mean square
(Rq) roughness. Additionally, for Te films, the thickness of the native oxide, modelled as TeO,
is also retrieved. The parameters obtained from the models are shown in Table 2, under XRR
columns. Possible interfaces between Substrate-Te and Substrate-TeO have not been considered,
neither density nor stoichiometry gradients within films.
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Fig. 5. XRR of Te (with native oxide) and TeO samples deposited on quartz and their
models, in logarithm scale.

Table 2. Parameters obtained from the fittings.

Sample Thickness (nm) Density (g/cm3) Roughness, Rq (nm)

XRR EUV R XRR EUV R XRR EUV R

TeO 18.3 18.5 5.830 - 0.34 0.72

Sample Thickness (nm) Density (g/cm3) Roughness, Rq (nm)

XRR EUV R XRR EUV R XRR EUV R

Native oxide 2.7 2.3 5.881 - 0.21 0.88

Te 20.7 21.1 6.154 - 0.17 0.41

The density of Te film was found to be 6.154 g/cm3, which is 98.6% of its bulk density (6.24
g/cm3). This high density is somehow expected as PLD produces very dense films even if
deposited at room temperature, as the high energy of incident particles (several dozens of eV)
greatly enhances adatoms mobility on the substrate’s surface. The density of TeO and of the
native oxide growth on top of Te was found to be 5.830 g/cm3 and 5.881 g/cm3, respectively,
which are quite similar; this similarity is in good agreement to what it has been shown through
XPS analysis. No information was found in the literature about the density of TeO; as a reference,
TeO2 tabulated density is 5.67 g/cm3.

Figures 6(a) and 7(a) display reflectivity versus incident angle of TeO and Te films in the
range 13-14 nm, with 0.1 nm step. For clarity, reflectance curves and models are multiplied for a
factor of 2 with respect to the previous wavelength, starting from the curves at 13 nm which are
multiplied by 20; hence, curves of 13.1 nm are multiplied by 21, curves of 13.2 are multiplied by
22 and so forth, until curves of 14 nm which are multiplied by a factor 210. The fitting range
was from 87 degrees to 7 degrees. Measurements below 7 degrees are expected to differ from
experimental data because the beam is partially blocked by sample (at zero degrees, the beam
section is half-cut by the sample). Above 87 degrees, the detector partially blocks the incoming
photon beam. The absorbing properties of both Te and TeO films are evident at a first glance, as
the amplitude of the oscillations in the reflectivity measurements displayed in Figs. 6(a) and 7(a)
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are small. These oscillations are produced by interference effects between the sample interfaces
due to the finite thickness of films. As they are very absorbent, the interference is weaker (most
of the photons transmitted through the first interface and reflected in the second interface are
absorbed) and therefore the oscillation amplitude is smaller than what would be seen in more
transparent films with the same thickness, for instance, in Silicon. At this point we have a better
knowledge about Te and TeO samples from previous experiments. Thus, parameters obtained in
previous analyses were either fixed or allowed for small variations in the fittings to determine
the optical constants. [18] As shown in Figs. 6(a) and 7(a), there is an excellent agreement
between models and experimental data for both Te and TeO samples. Model parameters for
EUV reflectance measurements on Te and TeO samples are included in Table 2 under “EUV
R” columns. There are significant differences between the roughness values obtained XRR and
through the EUV reflectivity fittings. One possible explanation for this mismatch is that different
spatial frequencies of roughness play a fundamental role in either XRR or EUV measurements.
XRRmeasurements are more sensible to high spatial frequencies in roughness than EUV data, and
usually the contribution of high spatial frequencies to roughness is smaller than the contribution
of low frequencies. [19]

Fig. 6. a) Reflectance of TeO on quartz substrate as a function of the incident angle in the
13-14 nm with 0.1 nm step. Note that reflectances are multiplied by a factor 2n for clarity. b)
Experimental values of δ and k, compared with those of TeO and TeO2 obtained though the
tabulated atomic scattering factors4.

Figures 6(b) and 7(b) show the optical constants δ and k obtained from the fittings, along with
tabulated data. For TeO, experimental optical constants are compared with those of TeO and
TeO2. As expected, there is some disagreement between the tabulated and calculated data as
the independent atom approximation used in the calculation of the atomic scattering factors no
longer applies in the vicinity of the Te N2,3 absorption edge. The calculated values of the optical
constants at 13.5 nm are δ=0.03120, k= 0.07338 for Te, and δ=0.04099, k= 0.06555 for TeO.
As a reference, the optical constants of TaN and TaBN at the same wavelength are δ=0.07401,
k= 0.04363, and δ=0.04877, k= 0.03265, respectively. In comparison with TaN, Te and TeO
present significatively larger k values, so that a similar low reflectivity could be achieved with a
thinner absorber layer. Additionally, TeO and Te present δ values closer to unity, which would
significatively reduce the index contrast with the free space and hence reduce the phase jump
in the reflected wavefront at the edges of the patterned absorber. We have not evaluated the
quality of the δ, k values, nor computed the error bars. Te and TeO optical constants have been
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Fig. 7. a) Reflectance of Te on quartz substrate as a function of the incident angle in the
13-14 nm with 0.1 nm step. Note that reflectances are multiplied by a factor 2n for clarity. b)
Experimental values of δ and k, compared with those of Te obtained though the tabulated
atomic scattering factors4.

calculated in the 13-14 nm range, which is ample enough for the intended application, but is not
long enough to enable optical constant evaluation through sum-rules, which usually require δ, k
values extended over a large portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Moreover, the computation
of reliable and traceable uncertainties is highly non-trivial (see for instance Gottwald et al. [20]).

4. Te and TeO absorbing properties on Mo/Si multilayers

The absorbing properties of Te and TeO were tested. A state-of-the-art mask-quality Mo/Si-based
ML deposited on a large area Si wafer was cut in five different portions of around 10 mm x10
mm size. One cut was left uncoated as a reference, whereas two portions were coated with
different thicknesses of Te and the last two cuts were coated with different thicknesses of TeO.
The deposition procedure was the same as described in subsection 2. Nominal thicknesses of Te
and TeO absorber layers were selected as 2λ and 2½λ for both samples, which correspond to
∼26.5 nm and ∼33.5 nm for Te, and ∼26.7 nm and ∼33.7 nm for TeO, respectively. With this
thickness selection, an additional reflectance reduction at 13.5 nm is expected due to interference
effects (assuming n∼1), as is shown in Fig. 8. In the latter, the reflectivity curve of the bare ML
was modelled beforehand, and then, on top of the ML a single absorber layer was added. The
optical constants at 13.5 nm presented in Figs 6(b) and 7(b) were used for TeO and Te films,
respectively. In Te films, the top 2.5 nm was considered to be TeO to model the native oxide.
As for TaN, the optical constants were computed from the atomic scattering factors4 using a
density of 16.3 g/cm3. Note that the typical TaN thickness to reduce ML reflectivity below 2% is
larger than 50 nm, therefore the calculated TaN optical constants might be optimistic, as Fig. 8
indicates that a reflectivity ∼2% could be achieved with only 42 nm of TaN.
Figures 9 and 10 show the absorption properties of Te and TeO films in the 13-14 nm range.

The reflectivity of the uncoated reference ML is displayed in the same plot as reference. All
reflectivity measurements were done at 6 degrees from normal incidence. Between coating and
optical characterization, samples were stored few days in a controlled humidity and temperature
cabinet.

Reflectivity at 13.5 nm for all samples displayed above are shown in Table 3. The nominal and
real thicknesses of the absorber layers are also shown in Table 3. The real absorber thicknesses
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Fig. 8. Simulated reflectivity at 13.5 nm of a Mo/Si ML as a function of Te, TeO, or TaN
absorber thicknesses, on a logarithmic scale. Interference effects yielding local reflectivity
minima can be seen at optical thicknesses multiple of λ/2. The orange arrows indicate the
intended thicknesses for both Te and TeO absorbers. Experimental values displayed in Table
3 are also included as filled squares.

Table 3. Reflectivity of samples as at 13.5 nm, along with the absorber thickness.

Sample

Nominal
Absorber

Thickness (nm)
Real Absorber
Thickness (nm)

Measured R at
13.5 nm Rq (nm)

Bare ML - - 66.7% 0.25

ML+Te(thin) 26.5 19.7 3.32% 1.02

ML+Te(thick) 33.5 32.4 0.66% 1.12

ML+TeO(thin) 26.7 26.1 1.87% 0.33

ML+TeO(thick) 33.7 34.7 0.70% 0.36

were obtained by fitting the reflectivity curves with the optical constants reported in the previous
section. There is a good agreement between the real deposited TeO thicknesses and the intended
values. However, for the thinner Te film there is a significant difference, which is attributed to
miscalculations on the effect of the Te metallic layer that grew on the PLD laser entry window
during the previous deposition. This coating significantly reduces the laser power delivered at
the target’s surface, and hence, modifies the deposition rate.

Considering the reflectivity versus absorber thicknesses curves displayed in Fig. 8, to obtain a
reflectivity of around 0.7% using TaN as absorber the thickness should be around 50 nm, whereas
we achieve a similar value with a thickness of 34.7 nm (TeO) or a thickness of 32.4 nm (Te).
These values are thick enough to provide a good absorption, while thin enough to reduce the
shadowing effects produced by 6-degrees illumination. The RMS roughness of the uncapped
ML, and of different cuts of the same ML capped with either Te or TeO was measured with
AFM. Absorbers should have a surface roughness below 0.5 nm so that the dimensional accuracy
of the absorber pattern will not be degraded by the effect of roughness7. Figure 11 shows the
topography of the uncapped ML (a), of the ML capped with the thinnest (b) and ticker (c) Te
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Fig. 9. Reflectivity vs wavelength of the reference Mo/Si ML (black), along with the same
ML capped with 19.7 nm (red) and 32.4 nm (blue) of Te represented in both lineal and
logarithm scales.

Fig. 10. Reflectivity vs wavelength of the reference Mo/Si ML (black), along with the same
ML capped with 26.1 nm (red) and 34.7 nm (blue) of TeO represented in both lineal and
logarithm scales.

layers, and of the ML capped with the thinnest (d) and thicker (e) TeO layers. Note the differences
in the color scale. The resulting Rq values are displayed in Table 3.

The high Rq values and the large grain sizes obtained on Te-capped MLs invalidate its use as
absorber. Although the high surface roughness of Te-capped MLs helps to reduce the reflectivity
(in fact, using the well-known Debye [21] and Waller [22] equation, 1-nm roughness at 13.5 nm
wavelength may reduce reflectivity by ∼1%), it happens at the expense of increasing scattered
light, which is an undesired effect as it may affect the quality of the projected patterns. On
the other hand, both TeO-capped MLs present Rq values of 0.33 and 0.36 nm for the thin and
thicker layers respectively, which are acceptable (Rq≈λ/40). AFM images also indicate a fine
polycrystalline morphology on TeO-capped MLs, which is desirable for absorbers.
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Fig. 11. Topography of the reference ML (a), of the Te-capped MLs (b: thin Te, c: thick
Te), and of the TeO-capped MLs (d: thin TeO, e: thick TeO). The base ML is the same for
all samples. Note that Z scales are different in each picture.
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5. Conclusions

In this work we have explored the use of Te and TeO thin films as potential absorbers for reflective
EUVL masks operating at 13.5 nm. Hence, the optical properties (δ and k) of Te and TeO films
are calculated in the 13-14 nm range with 0.1 nm step. δ and k are obtained via models that
fit experimental values of EUV reflectivity vs angle of incidence. To improve the accuracy of
the data, several characterization techniques have been combined to fix and reduce the number
of fitting parameters. At 13.5 nm, Te presents δ=0.03120, k= 0.07338, whereas TeO presents
δ=0.04099, k= 0.06555. Hence, at 13.5 nm Te is found to be more absorbent than TeO and
has a smaller δ value (or its n= 1-δ is closer to unity). The absorbing properties of Te and
TeO films are tested on a EUV mask-quality Mo/Si ML. 19.7 nm and 32.4 nm of Te produce
a reflectivity drop at 13.5 nm from 66.7% (the reflectivity of the uncapped ML) to 3.32% and
0.66%, respectively, whereas TeO layers of 26.1 nm and 34.7 nm decrease the reflectivity of
the same ML down to 1.87% and 0.70%, respectively. TaN absorbers require around 50 nm to
reduce reflectivity below 2%, whereas only 26.1 nm of TeO yields a similar reduction. AFM
measurements on MLs capped with TeO show a fine polycrystalline morphology along with
acceptable (<0.5 nm) roughness values of 0.33 nm and 0.36 nm for the thinnest and thickest TeO
layers, respectively. The same ML capped with Te films present Rq roughness values above 1 nm,
along with a coarse grain morphology.
Ignoring some fundamental properties that an absorber should meet which have not been

explored in this work, we show that TeO is a potential candidate to replace TaN as an absorber
for EUVL photomasks operating at 13.5 nm.
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